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Context and Summary

The task of discussing this paper was an occasion for me to learn abou
debate over the effects of technology shocks on hours, in particular,
recent advances on the connection between empirical and quantita
theoretic models, in general. I am grateful to the authors and to the
ference organizers for this opportunity.

One of the research programs pursued by the authors is estimating dyn
stochastic general-equilibrium (DSGE) models by minimizing the dista
between two sets of impulse responses: those implied by the model
those retrieved from data. The success of this strategy thus rests large
the quality of the impulse responses derived from the data. There is alr
a voluminous literature documenting the shape of the impulse response
follow a monetary policy shock, and these have been used to estimate D
models with real and nominal rigidities (see Christiano, Eichenbaum,
Evans 2001). The underlying research objective motivating the w
contained in the present paper is to identify data-derived impulse respo
from technology shocks and propose them as the next targets that the
mation of DGE models should try to match.

The specific contribution of the paper is to shed light on the shape of
impulse responses that follow technology shocks. This has been a top
brisk controversy since Galí (1999) proposed an econometric procedu
identify technology shocks and, among other results, reported that h
worked appeared to decrease following persistent, positive techno
shocks. Such a result is important because sticky-price models can gen
it fairly easily, while standard real-business-cycle models will most like
generate the opposite result, i.e., an increase in hours. An estimation me
Discussion
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that seeks to make the model consistent with these responses would
fore probably favour the sticky-price model.

The paper uses annual data from Canada and the United States,
providing a comparison with parallel research that used quarterly Amer
data (Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson 2003). Using Galí’s p
cedure, the authors first show that his result does not appear to be rob
the assumption regarding the stationarity of hours. When hours are tre
as difference-stationary (as was the situation in Galí’s benchmark case
consequently the growth rates of hours are used in the empirical w
Galí’s result obtains: hours fall following a favourable technology sho
However, if one views hours as stationary and therefore levels are u
Galí’s results are reversed: hours now increase following the techno
shock. Second, the authors repeat their analysis using a simulated da
where technology shocks increase hoursby construction. They find that
assuming difference-stationarity leads to the incorrect conclusion that h
fall. This casts doubt on the ability of the difference-stationary specificat
to recognize any positive correlation between hours and technology sho
Third, the authors extend their analysis to a multivariate system in which
interest rate, inflation, and money growth are added as macroecon
variables of interest. They report that the responses using the Canadian
are consistent with the view that the Bank of Canada accommod
technology shocks. The authors conclude that technology shocks
associated with an increase—rather than a decrease—in hours, even
contribution of these shocks to business cycles is not as strong as
thought.

1 How to (Statistically) Treat Hours

Galí (1999) identifies technology shocks by assuming they are the
source of permanent fluctuation in measures of average labour product
within a bivariate vector autoregression (VAR) containing hours and
productivity variable.1 The authors confirm that when the measure of ho
worked is first-differenced (Galí’s benchmark case), the procedure prod
a negative response of hours worked following a favourable technol
shock. However, when using the level of (per-capita) hours, or a (linea

1. The strategy of using long-run restrictions to identify shocks in VARs originates
Blanchard and Quah (1989), where the authors identify supply shocks by assuming
within a bivariate (output, unemployment) VAR, such shocks are the only ones havi
permanent effect on output. Interestingly, Blanchard and Quah report that followin
favourable supply shock, unemployment initially increases before eventually decrea
a result that can be interpreted as consistent with Galí’s.
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detrended version of these levels, they report that a positive techno
shock is associated with an increase in hours.

My first comment concerns the possibility that the correct statisti
representation of hours may be in the form of a trend-stationary proc
Galí (1999) reports, within a series of checks on the robustness of his res
that the negative correlation between hours and technology shocks is
present when hours are detrended linearly (see Galí 1999, Figure 3). W
confirming these results, the authors (2003) argue that the correlatio
dependent on the specific manner in which the trend is introduced
furthermore, that there is no conclusive evidence that the trend-statio
assumption is the correct way to describe the available data. It would
interesting to verify what kind of trend, if any, is appropriate for Canad
data and what the implications are of using detrended hours for the re
presented here.2

Second, we know that the effect of the first-difference filter is to ov
emphasize the high-frequency components of the series to which
applied (i.e., the gain of that filter increases significantly as the freque
increases; see Baxter and King 1999, Figure 5). This suggests that
negative and positive correlations between hours and productivity sh
might be present in the data, with the correlation being positive at
frequencies and negative at higher frequencies. Christiano, Eichenbaum
Vigfusson refer implicitly to this conjecture when they discuss the fact t
the technology shocks they identify have a significantly greater effect on
longer horizons in the variability of hours and other economic variabl
It would be interesting to explore more systematically the relevance of
conjecture using filters that can select specific frequencies of the data,
as the band-pass filters advocated by Baxter and King.

2 The Encompassing Test: Some Further Suggestions

The effect of technology shocks on hours thus seems to depend on wh
hours are treated as difference- or level-stationary. After arguing that for
statistical tests of stationarity yield no decisive conclusion when applie
hours, the authors argue that one can still develop a sense of which res
the most robust by following an encompassing strategy.

2. Note that Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (2003) select a quadratic t
whereas Galí used a linear trend. Furthermore, throughout their papers, Chris
Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson use the log of (per-capita) hours, while Galí uses the l
total hours.
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To do so, they take the VAR they estimated with hours in levels (the one
yielded the positive response of hours to technology shocks) and gen
simulated data from it. Next, they apply Galí’s procedure to that simula
data set using the difference-stationary assumption and find that it fai
detect the positive correlation. This raises questions about the ability o
difference-stationary specification to identify a positive correlation betw
hours and technology shocks. Next, they use the second estimated VA
the generator of simulated data (the one that implies a negative correla
and re-apply the procedure using the level specification. The procedure
not detect the negative correlation when using Canadian data and re
essentially a zero response of hours when using the American data;
however, that all confidence bands are wide.3 The upshot of these
experiments is that the level specification appears more adept at identi
the truth than the difference-stationary one is. Otherwise said, fi
differencing the data may produce such strong distortions that the infor
tion in the original data is lost.

I would like to suggest that alternative artificial data sets might be use
run experiments similar to those performed by the authors. For examp
data set created by simulating a standard real-business-cycle model (on
which we know that hours and technology shocks would be positive
correlated) could be used. Would the difference-stationary specificatio
able to identify that truth? Furthermore, a model with sticky prices, in wh
the immediate aftermath of a technology shock is characterized by a
crease in hours, could also be employed. Would the level specificatio
able to recognize that alternative truth?

3 Industry-Level Data:
Support for the Conclusion

Applying Galí’s procedure to industry-specific data, Chang and Ho
(2003) report results that can be interpreted as favouring the conclusio
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson on the likely effect of technolo
shocks on hours worked. Among the many subcategories of manufactu

3. It may be helpful to rewrite the encompassing test using standard notation; let two
nested hypotheses,H0 andH1, be defined as follows:

H0: Hours are I(0) and increase following technology shocks;
H1: Hours are I(1) and decrease following technology shocks.

The testing strategy followed by the authors thus takesH0 as given (simulates data from the
first estimated VAR) and verifies whether applyingH1 (first-differencing the simulated
data) leads to the conclusion that hours increase following a technology shock. The t
repeated after interchanging the two hypotheses. Written in that way, the proce
resembles some tests for non-nested hypotheses, such as the Cox test.
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industries they analyze,4 favourable technology shocks lead to increases
hours in more than three out of four cases. These results, however
arrived at by identifying technology shocks with the permanent innovati
to total factor productivity (TFP) measures, instead of the permanent in
vations to labour productivity, as Galí’s paper proposes.5

Conclusions
I very much appreciated reading this paper. I learned a great deal abou
effect of technology shocks (and business cycles, more generally)
economic variables. The authors’ conclusion—that, on balance, the
support the view that hours worked increases following favourable te
nology shocks—receives support from a variety of sources. Their pap
therefore certain to rekindle the debate that originated with Galí’s res
I believe that an interesting way to enrich this debate would includ
thorough examination of specific frequencies at which the authors’
Galí’s results might, in turn, be supported by the data.
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